Abstract. The electronic order (e-Ordering) service as an e-business process allows the true business-to-business secure collaboration by giving the opportunity to salesmen and purchasers to execute trustful processes of electronic trading opening new markets. The W3C working draft "Web Service Architecture (WSA) Requirements" and a set of EU Directives impose several security and privacy requirements that the e-Ordering implementations have to satisfy in order to achieve a secure transaction. This paper presents a set of these requirements and describes an e-ordering system (TOES) that address them based on eXtensible Markup Language (XML), XML Cryptography, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Web Services Policy Language (WSPL) and Web Services. The proposed e-Ordering service TOES is open, secure, interoperable, and affordable respecting the EU legislation.
not be revealed or modified. So, they should be trustful documents requiring all four dimensions of security (confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, non repudiation).
The contemporary e-Ordering implementations vary in terms of the underlined technologies. The existed systems can be discriminated in two types: The ERP inclusive systems that manage the sources within and beyond an enterprise. These systems are not affordable for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), blocking them from entering B2B profitable applications (e.g. e-procurement). In addition, although they satisfy several security requirements, they neither achieve interoperability nor take into account privacy issues. The second type, are customized solutions offering e-Ordering as an autonomous service. Existing systems of this type ignore various security and privacy requirements.
The purpose of this paper is the presentation of the security and privacy requirements of e-ordering services driven by the EU legislation and Directives, as well as the proposition of an open, affordable and scalable e-ordering architecture (TOES) that satisfy these requirements. TOES [22] is built using open technologies, such as eXtensible Markup Language (XML), XML Cryptography, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Web Services Policy Language (WSPL) and Web Services.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the fundamental security and privacy requirements of e-ordering. Section 3 describes in detail the eordering system architecture and its components. Section 4 provides an assessment of TOES. Finally Section 5 provides conclusions and directions for further research.
State-of-the art and requirements
In this section we present the security and privacy requirements of the e-Ordering services [18] , [22] as implied by the W3C working draft "Web Service Architecture (WSA) Requirements" [5] and by the EU legal framework.
Security and Privacy Requirements
The e-Ordering systems have to satisfy certain fundamental security requirements: AR006. [21] has an important role in the e-Ordering service and is discriminated in two directories. The first one concerns the privacy of the information that is published in an untrusted UDDI. The requirements of this category are the following:
UDDI Privacy. The e-Ordering service can be published to an untrusted Directory where the (existed or future) user can invoke it [15] . Requestor Privacy. The Web Service requestors' query information should be protected [15] . The second direction has as primary scope to facilitate the interaction and strengthen the interoperability of the participants. These requirements are described as follows: AR0020.1: The WSA must enable the expression of a Web service's privacy policy statements. AR0020.3: The WSA must give consumer access to a Web service's advertised privacy policy statement. AR0020.5: The WSA must enable privacy policy delegation and propagation. AR0020.6: Web services must be allowed to support interactions with anonymous parties.
The above requirements impose restrictions that e-Ordering systems have to consider.
TOES: A Secure e-Ordering Service
In this section we will present the standards that are adopted by TOES in order to address the requirements from Section 2.1. Furthermore, we describe the proposed eOrdering service architecture, the entities that are involved in the service, the procedures and all the necessary steps that these entities have to follow in order to complete an e-Ordering transaction.
Adopted Standards
The proposed system utilizes XML and Web Services (Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [7] , Universal Description, Discovery and Integration Protocol (UDDI) [17] , Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [16] ) as the basic technologies for the formulation and transfer of messages within the platform. The choice of these technologies is based on the achievement of interoperability and security.
The message format integrated in the system uses the XML Common Business Library version 4.0 (xCBL 4.0) [8] , which is a set of XML building blocks and a document framework that allows the creation of robust, reusable, XML documents to facilitate global trading. Furthermore, xCBL has been also adopted as the used schema for the e-Order documents that are stored in a XML database. The use of XML for formatting the e-order document, allows the use of XML digital signatures and the integration of timestamping tokens to the document ("XML Advanced Electronic Signatures XAdES") [6] . The selection of xCBL is based on its maturity level of completeness and clarity that gives the possibility to a system to be parameterized properly in order to be used in different cases.
The WSDL has as basic objective to represent the functional aspects of the eOrdering Service. Specifically, it is used to describe the interfaces of a service and how to invoke it. Thus, TOES uses Web Services Policy Language (WSPL) [20] in order to represent all non-functional attributes of the offered Service. Figure 1 depicts the four major entities that take part in the e-Ordering process. The two major entities that participate to the transaction are the Sender that initiates the process and the Receiver that receives the order. A detail description of these entities is the following:
Service architecture
a) The Trusted Third Parties (TTPs): The Trusted Third Parties that are required in the proposed architecture are a Certification Authority (CA) and a Registration Authority (RA), and a Time Stamping Authority (TSA). The Certification Authority (CA) and the Registration Authority RA offer the PKI services of registration, certification and revocation status information with OCSP [2] , while the Time Stamping Authority (TSA) offers standards based time stamping services [4] .
b) The Sender: The Sender is an organization (e.g.central point of sales, telecomm provider, stores) that hosts TOES architecture. The Sender deploys the eOrdering service, publishes it in the UDDI Registry and defines a specific privacy policy that corresponds to the used mechanisms of the e-Ordering service. It also communicates with the Trusted Third Parties to get the proper security credentials.
c) The Receiver: The Receiver is an organization (e.g. store, private user) that hosts TOES architecture or a similar one. The Receiver retrieves the e-Ordering service from the UDDI, it is configured to understand the messages and defines a specific privacy policy that corresponds to the used mechanisms of the e-Ordering service. It also communicates with the Trusted Third Parties to get the proper security credentials. d) Directory Operator: The Directory Operator Entity is composed of the UDDI Registry, and UDDI Locator WS. The UDDI Registry is an untrusted directory where Web Services can be published, while the UDDI Locator WS makes possible the discovery of the UDDI in which a Web Service has been published.
Furthermore, Figure 1 depicts the three major components i.e. User Interface, Web Service Sender and XML Database of TOES architecture. These components are described in details as follows: i) User Interface: The User Interface gives the possibility to the user to create, manage and send orders. In order to achieve this, it communicates with six entities: the User card to sign the orders, the CA to request certificate status information [3] , the TSA to request time stamps in order to produce XAdES signature [3] , the XML database to retrieve order's information, the Web Service Sender in which the orders are sent, the UDDI Registry to publish the e-Ordering Service.
ii) Web Service Sender: The Web Service Sender communicates with five entities: the User Interface that sends the orders to the Web Service Sender, the XML Database to store orders and receipts, the Sender Keystore to receive sender certificate and receiver certificate, the Web Service Receiver, which receives the orders, the UDDI Registry to retrieve the URL of the Web Service Receiver.
iii) Native XML database: The XML database [1] communicates with two entities: the User Interface, which retrieves orders' information and the Web Service Sender, which stores orders and receipts.
e-Ordering processes
The Sender and the Receiver of the order, before, initiate the e-Ordering process, have to accomplish a set of actions which are divided in three phases.
The first phase includes the definition of the Privacy Policy of the Sender and the Receiver. The second phase constitutes the communication with the UDDI Registry for the publication and retrieval of the e-Ordering service. In the second phase the Sender and the Receiver have to communicate with the Trusted Third Parties for acquisition of the security credentials.
Phase1-Privacy Policy:
The Sender and the Receiver have to define the necessary Privacy Policies using the Web Services Policy Language (WSPL). Each of the Privacy Policy documents is signed using the qualified certificate of the corresponded party. The major objective of the defined Privacy Policy [19] is to convey conditions on an e-Ordering interaction between two Web service endpoints. All information provided in the Privacy Policy is aimed to describe the capabilities and requirements of the Web Service entities. Phase2-Service publication and retrieval: The Sender produces the WSDL document and uses a standard hash function to a subset of the e-Ordering service information that the Sender wants to publish to the UDDI Registry. The Sender's information that remains as clear text corresponds to the contact information, the URL of the WSDL document and the URL of the Privacy Policy document. All other information such as Web Service properties and private data (e.g. VAT code) are hashed. Then the Receiver searching for a service with certain properties generates a query specifying all the conditions on the properties as hashed values. The UDDI Registry returns to the Receiver the URL of the Sender's WSDL document. Now the Receiver has the description of the Web Service in order to configure its service to be able to receive and send SOAP message according to this description. Furthermore, the Receiver produces the WSDL document that corresponds to its service and publishes its service to the UDDI Registry following the same way.
Phase3-Set up security Credentials: The Sender and the Receiver take part in the Registration and Certification procedures as demanded by the Certification Practice Statement of the TTP, and setup the acquired security credentials, in order to achieve a secure communication. Moreover, they have to define the necessary signature policies that will be referenced while producing and validating XAdES signatures, as described in the XAdES standard [3] .
When the Sender and the Receiver have accomplished the aforementioned phases, they are ready to initiate the ordering process. The necessary steps to complete this process are illustrated below:
Step1: Access User Interface and Create Order Document (Figure2: Action 1) The e-Ordering process is initiated by an employee of an organization who accesses a User Interface using a browser. The User Interface enables the user to complete the necessary order's data. The data input is automatically checked for prevention of errors and is used to create the order document.
Step2: Sign Order Document (Figure2: Actions 2-11) The User Interface transparently gathers the time stamps and revocation status information data from their respective sources. Then, the XAdES signature is formulated based on the cryptographic primitives in the smart card, the user's certificate and the order data. At the end, the order document is signed using the qualified certificate of the user which is located in the smart card.
Step3: Dispatching Order to Sender's Web Service (Figure3: Actions 12-23) The signed order document is packaged in a SOAP message and is dispatched to the Sender's Web Service. The Sender's Web Service extracts the order, queries the UDDI Locator WS in which UDDI Registry the Receiver has published its Web Service. The query is based on the VAT prefix of the Receiver that corresponds to the country code. When the Sender's Web Service receives the UDDI Registry URL, it queries the Registry in order to receive the Privacy Policy's and the WSDL's documents of the Receiver. All search criteria of the query such as VAT code are hashed. The Sender's Web Service retrieves the Receiver's and the Sender's Privacy Policy, verifies the digital signatures of the documents and merges the two Policies in order to produce a third one and checks the merged Policy in order to decide if it is acceptable and thus the e-Ordering transaction can be accomplished. Then, the order is packaged in a new SOAP message in which the Sender's Web Service applies the acceptable Policy, employing the WS Security extensions.
The Sender's Web Service retrieves the Receiver's WSDL document parses it and retrieves the URL of Receiver's Web Service.
Step4: Receipt of Order at Receiver's Web Service (Figure3: Actions 24-29) The protected SOAP message is dispatched over HTTP to the Receiver's Web Service that receives the order and follows a fully automated process that requires no human intervention. The SOAP message containing the orders are decrypted with the Receiver server's private key and the validity of their WS Security extensions digital signature is verified, so that the point of origin is validated. Then the e-Order document itself is extracted. Validation of the embedded cryptographic information firstly requires communication with a CA for verification of the credentials that were used to sign the e-Order as well as verification of any timestamp that was included in the document. Finally the XAdES signature is validated.
Step5: Storage of Order at Receiver's XML Database and Dispatching a Receipt (Figure4: Actions 30-31) The Receiver's Web Service stores the e-Order and a receipt in the Receiver's XML Database. From now on, the e-Order is available for parsing and further processing by the Receiver's users. The Receiver's Web Service dispatches the SOAP receipt, referencing to the received order, and containing the status of the whole process. The SOAP receipt is signed by the receiver's server. 
Assessment
The fundamental purpose of TOES is to address the requirements described in Sections 2.1 deploying a trustful platform, applying the following countermeasures:
Security Requirements Authentication of origin: using XML digital signatures in combination with tamper resistant cryptographic modules such as smart cards.
Integrity of the content: using a cryptographic hash function, that provides message integrity checks, as part of the digital signature process. Non-repudiation of origin and receipt: using digital signatures and time stamping. Long lasting integrity: using ETSI TS 101 903 that produced ETSI to define XML formats for advanced electronic signatures. A XAdES electronic signature offers also non-repudiation based on a predefined signature policy. Confidentiality and privacy: using XML Encryption as specified in the W3C Recommendation and the Web Services Security recommendation for encryption in SOAP messages.
Integrity of the sequence of the orders: imposing a tight sequence issuance scheme by having a reference number embedded in each order. Availability: Web Services are published in registries. Secure Electronic Storage: the XML orders are stored with the original format in which they were received. Furthermore, the combination of XAdES and a native XML database guarantees the secure long-term archiving of e-orders.
Privacy Requirements
UDDI Privacy: using hashing techniques to a subset of published data so they can not be revealed.
Requestor Privacy: searching for a service with certain properties, generating a query specifying all the conditions on the properties as hashed values. As a result, the untrusted Directory can not infer the search criteria. AR0020.1: the privacy policy is expressed using WSPL. AR0020.3: the privacy policy is published in a UDDI Registry. AR0020.5: the privacy policy is used in order to convey conditions under which the e-Ordering Service is provided. AR0020.6: retrieving the privacy policy from UDDI Registry anonymously. Performance TOES achieves particularly satisfactory performance via the adoption of Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology. The use of XML and Web Services, as the basic technologies for the formulation and transfer of messages within the platform, expands the size of data several times over. The increase of the data size is translated into more storage, transmission and processing time.
Furthermore, a major factor that affects the performance of the TOES is the choice of the proper algorithm for the encryption of the SOAP messages. Secret key encryption is much faster than public key encryption, but secret keys do not scale as well as public keys. So, in order to achieve higher performance the adopted process is the following: a one-time generated secret key is used for the encryption and the decryption of the data, using a symmetric algorithm (triple-DES). The generated secret key is encrypted using a public key algorithm (RSA-V1.5) and the encrypted key is embedded in the SOAP message.
Benefits
The main anticipated benefit by adopting TOES is the significant operating costs reduction, which involves the minimisation of the workload required for handling paper orders, as well as the expenses involved in printing and delivering them and without purchasing expensive ERP solutions.
TOES service provides a suitable, friendly interface to the authorised user for inputting the necessary data for the order fields that have been defined, in an XML document. A native XML database ensures that the XML orders are stored exactly in the original format in which they were received for any future audit.
TOES is a stand alone, secure e-ordering solution based on open source technologies that can interoperate with existing ERP systems. It achieves to satisfy the requirements that have been posed in Section 2.1, respecting the EU legislation.
Cost
TOES is an affordable solution. SMEs do not have to invest in expensive ERPs in order to offer e-ordering and they do not need dedicated employees that are required to have a specific education background, while the system does not pose additional training and managing requirements.
TOES architecture can be offered as an outsourced service by an Application Service Provider (ASP). In this case, the user organizations (e.g. SMEs) do not have to deploy any infrastructure directly related to TOES. The costs of the ASP for deploying of the TOES are kept low due to the use of open source software (such as Exist [1] ) and are limited to the operation costs. The price policy that must be followed is the essential key factor of the success in order to develop the small, medium and large-sized enterprise market. Table 1 demonstrates a sufficient price policy to maintain such an emerging market. Price/ Order 0 -500 3,50 € 500 -1000 3,00 € 1000 -2500 2,50 € 2500 -5000 2,00 € 5000 -7500 1,80 € > 7500 1,80 €
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the TOES architecture. The proposed system is a secure tool for enterprises which desire to send and receive electronic orders via the Internet in a trustful manner, satisfying the posed security and privacy requirements. Our future research plan is to expand TOES to several directions, with the fundamental objective to enhance the functionality and interoperability features of the proposed architecture addressing two more requirements: mobility and automated negotiation of the functional parameters of the e-Ordering service.
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